Lung tumor promotion by curcumin
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Curcumin exhibits anti-inflammatory and antitumor activity and is being tested in clinical trials as a chemopreventive agent for colon cancer. Curcumin’s chemopreventive activity was tested in a transgenic mouse model of lung cancer that expresses the human Ki-rasG12C allele in a doxycycline (DOX) inducible and lung-specific manner. The effects of curcumin were compared with the lung tumor promoter, butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT), and the lung cancer chemopreventive agent, sulindac. Treatment of DOX-induced mice with dietary curcumin increased tumor multiplicity (36.3 ± 0.9 versus 24.3 ± 0.2) and progression to later stage lesions, results which were similar to animals that were co-treated with DOX/BHT. Microscopic examination showed that the percentage of lung lesions that were adenomas and adenocarcinomas increased to 66% in DOX/BHT, 66% in DOX/curcumin and 49% in DOX/BHT/curcumin-treated groups relative to DOX only treated mice (19%). Immunohistochemical analysis also showed increased evidence of inflammation in DOX/BHT, DOX/curcumin and DOX/BHT/curcumin mice relative to DOX only treated mice. In contrast, co-treatment of DOX/BHT mice with 80 p.p.m. of sulindac inhibited the progression of lung lesions and reduced the inflammation. Lung tissue from DOX/curcumin-treated mice demonstrated a significant increase (33%; P = 0.01) in oxidative damage, as assessed by the levels of carbonyl protein formation, relative to DOX-treated control mice after 1 week on the curcumin diet. These results suggest that curcumin may exhibit organ-specific effects to enhance reactive oxygen species formation in the damaged lung epithelium of smokers and ex-smokers. Ongoing clinical trials thus may need to exclude smokers and ex-smokers in chemopreventive trials of curcumin.

Introduction

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related deaths in the USA (1). Despite decades of research and the recent development of novel therapeutic approaches, the 5 year survival rate of lung cancer patients has remained an abysmal 10–15%. This is mainly due to the fact that patients often present with late stage disease. Thus, the development of chemopreventive strategies that could prevent the progression of lung lesions to malignant cancers would reduce the mortality and morbidity resulting from this deadly disease.

Abbreviations: AC, adenocarcinomas; AD, adenoma; BHT, butylated hydroxytoluene; CCSP, Clara cell secretory protein; COX-2, cyclooxygenase-2; DOX, doxycycline; GAPDH, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase; IHC, immunohistochemistry; NF-κB, nuclear factor κB; RT–PCR, reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction; rtTA, reverse tetracycline trans-activator.

The population of tobacco smokers and ex-smokers constitutes a readily identifiable group of individuals at risk for lung cancer who would benefit from intervention with chemopreventive regimens. While non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agents have received considerable attention as potential chemopreventive agents in a variety of organ systems, recent concerns regarding their gastrointestinal and cardiac toxicities make use of these compounds in the disease-free, asymptomatic smoking population problematic (2,3). As such, current efforts have focused on identifying less toxic agents that could provide chemopreventive activity without life-threatening toxicities. One such compound is curcumin (diferuloylmethane), a naturally occurring plant polyphenol, that has been shown to exhibit anti-inflammatory, antioxidant and chemopreventive properties with minimal toxic side effects (4–6).

In conjunction with its antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties, curcumin inhibits a number of transcription factors and pro-oxidant enzymes implicated in lung tumor progression. Curcumin has been shown to inhibit activation of the nuclear factor κB (NF-κB) pathway and cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) enzyme activity in a variety of tumor cell lines, including ovarian (7), lymphoma and thymoma (8), myeloid (9), prostate (10), breast (11) and colorectal (12,13) cells. A number of in vivo studies conducted in rodent models have shown that curcumin exhibits potent chemopreventive activity in different organ systems, including colon (14–16), breast (17,18) and skin (19,20). In addition, epidemiological studies (21,22) have provided evidence that the low incidence of colorectal cancers observed in India was associated with diets high in curcumin.

As a result of these preclinical studies, curcumin has entered clinical trials with the goal to test this compound’s efficacy in the prevention of colon cancer in high-risk patients (23,24). Because of its relatively low absorption (25–27), it has been assumed that curcumin’s effects would be limited primarily to the gastrointestinal tract. Indeed, one study conducted with A/J mice co-treated with benzo[a]pyrene and 4-(methylhithrosaminomino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butane suggested that curcumin had no effect on lung tumor multiplicity in vivo (28), although its effects on tumor histology were not reported in this study. However, a recent study demonstrated that pretreatment with dietary curcumin prevented the initiation of lung tumors by benzo[a]pyrene as a result of curcumin’s effects on phase I and phase II enzyme levels in liver and lung tissue (29). These results suggest that curcumin can exert effects on lung tissue despite its poor absorption.

As curcumin has been shown to prevent breast tumor progression, we initiated studies to determine the potential chemopreventive activity of curcumin in a transgenic lung tumor mouse model developed in our laboratory. These mice utilize the inducible tetracycline-on system to express the mutant human Ki-rasG12C gene in a lung-specific manner (30). Transgenic mice were developed that contain the cDNA of Ki-rasG12C cloned downstream of a tetracycline-inducible promoter. These mice are then crossed to a second strain of transgenic mice containing a reverse tetracycline trans-activator (rtTA) protein linked to the Clara cell secretory protein (CCSP) promoter, resulting in constitutive expression of the rtTA gene product specifically in the lungs (31). Treatment of these double transgenic, or bisgenic, mice (designated CCSP-rtTA/Ki-rasG12C mice) with doxycycline (DOX) induces transcription of the Ki-rasG12C gene specifically in the lung. Previous work by this laboratory has shown that administration of DOX for 9–12 months resulted predominantly in the development of benign hyperplastic foci and adenomas (ADs) (32). Interestingly, these lesions remained small (the majority were ≤1 mm), benign and well circumscribed, indicating that they failed to progress to more advanced stage lesions. The benign lung lesions exhibited increased levels of both proliferative and antiinhibitory signaling, which likely accounted for the benign phenotype observed (32,33).

In the current study, we demonstrate that curcumin unexpectedly promoted the progression of lung lesions from benign hyperplasias to...
ADs and carcinomas, similar to the known lung tumor promoter butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT) (34–36). Furthermore, we provide evidence that after 1 week of curcumin administration in the diet, lung tissue demonstrated enhanced levels of oxidative damage. This early pro-oxidant effect may account for the tumor-promoting effects of curcumin in lung tissue.

Materials and methods

Animal treatment and histological analysis of lungs

All mice used in this study were on a FVB/N background. CCSP-rTAl/Ki-rasG12C, Ki-rasG12C/G12C, and Ki-rasG12C/G12C, Ki-rasG12C, Ki-rasG12C/G12C, monogenetic control mice were treated with or without DOX and either vehicle (olive oil) or BHT. DOX was given by gavage, drinking water (500 µg/ml) beginning 8 weeks after birth. BHT was administered 1 week after initiation of DOX treatment and consisted of six weekly intraperitoneal injections of 150 mg/kg of BHT in olive oil. Control mice received olive oil vehicle at a dose of 0.5 ml/25 gm. Separate groups of mice were fed either the chemopreventive agent sulindac at a dose of 80 p.p.m. or 4000 p.p.m. of curcumin starting 2 days after the initiation of DOX. The dose of curcumin that we employed is twice that utilized in a previous lung chemoprevention study (38). Curcumin or sulindac concentrations in lung tissue.

Determination of oxidative damage by protein carbonylation

For the long-term experiments to assess the effects of curcumin on lung tumorigenesis, mice were euthanized 45 weeks (9 months) following the initiation of DOX treatment by CO2 asphyxiation and cervical dislocation. The lungs were removed, carefully examined for pulmonary masses and all macroscopic pulmonary lesions were recorded. The lung was processed for histopathology and immunohistochemistry (IHC) by fixation for 24 h in 4% chìlded paraformaldehyde fixative and stored in 70% ethanol until embedding in paraffin. Tissue slices cut 4 µ thick were stained with hematoxylin and eosin and proliferative lesions classified by standard murine pulmonary tumor characteristics (39). One representative slide was cut from each individual mouse in each group to assess tumor pathology. The study included the following treatment groups: (i) bitransgenic mice receiving no treatment (n = 27; 10.1; 17); (ii) bitransgenic mice treated with DOX (n = 19; 15.5; 4); (iii) bitransgenic mice treated with BHT (n = 14; 9; 5); (iv) bitransgenic mice treated with DOX and BHT (n = 20; 9.5; 11); (v) bitransgenic mice treated with DOX, BHT and curcumin (n = 20; 11.5; 9); (vi) bitransgenic mice treated with DOX and curcumin (n = 15; 11.5; 4); (vii) bitransgenic mice treated with DOX, BHT and sulindac (n = 26; 20.5; 6); (x) Ki-rasG12C/G12C mice receiving no treatment (n = 16; 10.5; 6); (xi) Ki-rasG12C mice treated with BHT (n = 14; 8.5; 6) and (xii) FVB/N mice that were not treated (n = 17; 7.5; 10).

Oxidation Detection Kit (Chemicon, Temecula, CA). Proteins were separated and derivatized with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine using the OxyBlotTM Protein Oxidation Detection Kit (Chemicon, Temecula, CA). Proteins were separated and derivatized with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine using the OxyBlotTM Protein Oxidation Detection Kit (Chemicon, Temecula, CA). Proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes and incubated with a primary antibody to either the DNP moiety of the protein or β-actin (Abcam, Cambridge, MA) followed by a secondary horse-radish peroxidase-conjugated antibody. Proteins were visualized with the enhanced chemiluminescence system (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ) and quantified using Image J software. Curcumin-mediated increases in protein oxidation were determined by scanning the entire lane. Multiple exposures were used to assure that intensities were measured in the linear range of the film. Changes in protein oxidation were expressed as percentage change in intensity of the DNP signal for DOX/curcumin-treated samples relative to DOX only treated samples. Signal intensities for the DNP antibody were normalized by β-actin by dividing the absorbance obtained with for the DNP signal by the absorbance for β-actin in each individual lane.

Statistical analysis

Tumor incidence was calculated from the proportion of mice that had one or more tumors from the total number of mice. Chi-square or Fisher’s exact tests were used to test for differences in tumor incidence between groups. The distribution of tumor multiplicity was determined graphically and descriptively for skewness and normality. Analysis of variance was used to test for significant differences in tumor multiplicity. Post hoc pairwise comparisons were made using Tukey’s honestly significant differences. All analyses were performed using SAS v9.1.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). A two-sided P-value <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

We utilized a transgenic mouse model exhibiting DOX-inducible regulation of the mutant human Ki-rasG12C allele in lung tissue to determine the potential chemopreventive effects of curcumin on lung tumor progression in early stage lesions. Previous studies from our laboratory demonstrated that treatment of CCSP-rTAl/Ki-rasG12C mice with DOX for 9–12 months resulted in the development of hyperplastic foci and small (≤1 mm), benign, well-differentiated ADs that did not progress to more severe tumor phenotypes (32). Analysis of signaling events downstream of RAS revealed that mutant RASCY512 signaled to a subset of its downstream effectors, as we saw increased levels of extracellular signal-regulated kinases (ERK) and p38 phosphorylation but no activation of the AKT and JUN kinase (JNK) pathways (32,33). This appears to account for the benign phenotype of the lung lesions. We compared the effects of curcumin, which is currently in clinical trials as a chemopreventive agent for colon cancer, to the known lung tumor promoter BHT and the known lung cancer chemotherapeutic agent sulindac in order to validate the transgenic model for use in chemopreventive studies. BHT mediates its tumor-promoting effects by creating an inflammatory environment in the lung (35,36), whereas sulindac inhibits several mediators of oxidative stress (40,41).

Co-treatment of bitransgenic mice with DOX and BHT resulted in a statistically significant (P = 0.01) increase in tumor multiplicity, as assessed by counting the number of visible surface tumors, in the DOX/BHT animals compared with the DOX only treated group (Figure 1). Introduction of curcumin into the diets of DOX and DOX/ BHT-treated mice caused similar increases in lung tumor multiplicity as observed in mice treated with DOX/BHT (Figure 1). Indeed, much to our surprise, there were no statistically significant differences between the DOX/BHT treated and DOX/BHT/curcumin and DOX/ curcumin-treated bitransgenic mice (analysis of variance; P = 0.6), indicating that curcumin exhibited tumor promoter activity comparable with that seen with BHT. Only five lung lesions were detected among the control groups—one lesion was detected in two individual untreated bitransgenic mice, one lesion was detected in two different DOX-treated monogenetic Ki-rasG12C mice and one lesion was detected in a BHT-treated bitransgenic mouse that did not receive DOX. The only significant difference in body weights between the various treatment groups was a 1.3-fold increase in body weight of DOX/curcumin male-treated mice relative to the other treatment groups at euthanasia.

Microscopic examination of lung sections from 12 individual mice for each treatment group revealed that there was an increase in adenoma (62 ± 7%, 61 ± 8% and 47 ± 10%) and large atypical adenoma, defined as ADs with a small focus of more anaplastic looking cells, and adenocarcinoma development (4, 5 and 2%) in the DOX/BHT,
DOX/carcinogen and DOX/BHT/carcinogen-treated groups, respectively, compared with the DOX only treated group, where only 19 ± 12.4% of lesions were classified as ADs (Figure 2). In contrast, while co-treatment of DOX/BHT mice with 80 p.p.m. of the non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agent sulindac in the diet had little or no effect on the average lung tumor multiplicity of the DOX/BHT transgenic mice after 9 months, sulindac prevented tumor progression. As shown in Figure 2, distribution of hyperplastic foci and ADs in DOX/BHT/ sulindac and DOX/sulindac-treated mice resembled that seen in DOX only treated mice. Sulindac has been shown to inhibit lung tumor progression in a variety of murine models (40,41). Thus, the CCSP-rTAE12C mouse responds appropriately to known lung tumor-promoting and chemopreventive agents.

Photomicrographs of representative lung sections are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3A shows lung tissue from normal lung and demonstrates the lack of proliferative lesions or atypia in control lung tissue. Upon treatment of the CCSP-rTAE12C transgenic mice with DOX, we noted the development of hyperplastic lesions within the lungs of treated animals (Figure 3B), consistent with our previous observations (32). Figures 3C–E demonstrate the severe proliferative lesions seen in DOX/BHT, DOX/carcinogen and DOX/BHT/carcinogen transgenic animals.

Four to six representative slides from individual mice in each group were examined for evidence of leukocyte infiltration by hematoxylin and eosin staining and expression of COX-2 and NF-κB by IHC. As shown in Figure 4, lung tissue isolated from DOX-treated mice exhibited mild hyperplasia with little evidence of inflammation (panels A and B). There was minimal staining for either COX-2 or NF-κB. In contrast, tumors isolated from DOX/BHT, DOX/carcinogen and DOX/ BHT/carcinogen mice (Figures 5, 6 and 7, respectively) exhibited inflammation with a high density of macrophages (cells with black dots visible in Figure 6, panel B for example) which also appeared to be positive for staining for NF-κB (Figures 5D, 6D and 7D), whereas elevated COX-2 expression was seen in the endothelial cells in the tumor compartment (Figures 5C, 6C and 7D). The inflammation appeared to be somewhat more severe in DOX/carcinogen versus DOX/ BHT-treated mice (Figure 6A and B and Figure 5A and B, respectively) and was the most severe in mice treated with DOX/BHT/carcinogen. Mice treated with DOX/BHT/sulindac exhibited milder inflammation, being similar to that seen in DOX/BHT mice (data not shown).

Based on the marked inflammation we observed in the tumor tissues with carciogen treatment and results obtained in the β-carotene chemoprevention trials, where patients in the trial exhibited higher incidences of lung cancer (42,43) that have been attributed to the pro-oxidant effects of β-carotene in the lungs of smokers (44), we hypothesized that curcumin may similarly exhibit pro-oxidant effects in the highly oxygenated environment of the lungs. To this end, we assessed the pro-oxidant effects of dietary curcumin exposure using a protein carbonylation assay as a biomarker for oxidative damage to proteins in the lungs of Ki-ras-expressing mice. We examined the effects of curcumin after 1 week of dietary exposure as any observed effects could not be attributed to transient effects of curcumin but at the same time the exposure would be very early in the tumorigenic process. In addition, the levels of mutant Ki-ras expression would be near maximal levels by 1 week of DOX treatment (32). After 9 days of DOX treatment and 1 week of dietary curcumin exposure, we found that DOX/carcinogen-treated mice exhibited a 33% increase (P = 0.010) in the levels of modified protein relative to DOX-treated mice on the control diet (Figure 8). These results suggest that, in the lungs of smokers, curcumin may increase the formation of reactive oxygen species to enhance tumor progression as a result of the curcumin-mediated oxidative damage to additional cellular macromolecules that act in concert with the genetic damage already prevalent in the lungs of smokers and ex-smokers.

Discussion

Because of its potent anti-inflammatory and antioxidant activities, curcumin has entered clinical trials as a potential chemopreventive agent for colon cancer (23,24). In this study, we compared the effects of curcumin to the known tumor promoter, BHT, and known lung tumor chemopreventive agent, sulindac, to determine its effects on lung tumor progression in a conditionally expressed, RAS-driven transgenic mouse model for the early stages of lung cancer. These mice, when treated with DOX, develop small, benign lung lesions that
do not appear to progress, at least over the 12 month observation period, and thus are representative of the asymptomatic smoker or ex-smoker who harbors genetic damage to their lung epithelial cells but have not progressed to frank carcinoma (32,33,45). As expected, treatment with BHT resulted in increased tumor multiplicity (as determined by counting visible surface tumors) and enhanced tumor progression (as determined by histological analysis of sectioned slides) whereas co-treatment of DOX/BHT mice with sulindac reversed the histological alterations induced by BHT, demonstrating that this transgenic model accurately can determine the promoter and chemoprevention activities of chemicals identified in other mouse models (34–36,40,41).

Results of this study suggest that, in the lung, curcumin exerts tumor-promoting activity. Curcumin caused a statistically significant increase in tumor multiplicity and a clear shift from the predominantly hyperplasia development typically seen in the DOX only treated animals to larger atypical ADs and carcinomas in the DOX/curcumin and DOX/BHT/curcumin-treated animals, similar to the results obtained when DOX was administered to the bitransgenic mice in conjunction with BHT. In addition, histopathological examination of the tumors indicated that, relative to DOX-treated mice, co-treatment with DOX/BHT, DOX/curcumin or DOX/BHT/curcumin resulted in the attraction of leukocytes to the tumor and an increase in inflammation, probably resulting in an increase in oxidative stress in the tumor microenvironment.

Interestingly, co-administration of the two agents did not cause additive or synergistic effects in terms of increase in either tumor multiplicity or tumor progression, suggesting that the two agents may act via similar mechanisms. However, co-treatment of mice with DOX/BHT/curcumin clearly caused a more severe inflammatory response. Given these findings and the fact that BHT mediates its lung tumor-promoting effects through an inflammatory process, resulting in a pro-oxidant environment and the generation of reactive oxygen species, we examined the early effects of curcumin on lung tissue using a protein carbonylation assay to measure the levels of oxidative damage. We used protein carbonylation as a marker for oxidative stress in the lung environment. Our results demonstrated that after 1 week of curcumin exposure in the diet, mice exhibited an increased level of proteins modified by oxidative damage. Thus, the curcumin-mediated increase in reactive oxygen species probably predisposes lung tissue to increased genomic instability and tumor progression. One could envision several oncogenic and tumor suppressor pathways that could be affected by the increase in reactive oxygen species, including signal transduction pathways related to mitogen-activated protein kinase kinases, NF-κB and p53 (which are

Fig. 3. Photomicrographs of mouse lung tissue. Hematoxylin and eosin stains of tissue from control and treated mice. (A) Normal lung with typically thin alveolar walls. (B) Diffuse pneumocyte hyperplasia in a mouse treated with DOX. Alveolar walls are thickened by plump, closely spaced pneumocytes. (C) Central focus of pneumocyte hyperplasia in a mouse treated with DOX. Alveolar walls are thickened about twice normal by plump, closely spaced pneumocytes. More normal lung is present adjacent. (D) Two solid coalescing AD in a mouse treated with DOX/BHT. Cells form dense sheets which expand the adjacent parenchyma. (E) Subpleural adenoma in a mouse treated with DOX/curcumin. The central area of pallor reflects necrosis. (F) Subpleural adenoma with papillary morphology in a mouse treated with DOX/BHT/curcumin. Panels A and B are ×10 and panels C–F are ×4 magnification.
all redox sensitive) in addition to the potential mutations and genetic damage to genes in this pathway as a result of the increased oxidative stress in the tumor microenvironment. Indeed, our IHC analyses indicated elevated levels of NF-κB in tumor stromal tissue and COX-2 in surrounding endothelial cells. In this regard, curcumin has been shown to interfere with the activity of the p53 tumor suppressor pathway (46).

While most carcinogenicity studies conducted in mice and rats have failed to establish a relationship between tumorigenesis and administration of curcumin (47,48), in one study (49) curcumin was shown to cause hyperplasia of the mucosal epithelium in the cecum and colon of male and female rats, an increased incidence of hepatocellular adenoma in male and female mice, a significant increase in thyroid gland

---

**Fig. 4.** Hematoxylin and eosin and immunohistochemical staining of lung tissue from DOX-treated mice. Panels (A) and (B) are ×10 and ×40 magnifications, respectively, of hematoxylin and eosin-stained slides showing relatively normal-appearing tissue with evidence of some hyperplasia. Panels (C) and (D) are immunohistochemical staining of lung tissue slides with antibodies to COX-2 and NF-κB (Ser276) showing little staining for either protein in the tissues; magnification for IHC ×40.

**Fig. 5.** Hematoxylin and eosin and immunohistochemical staining of lung tissue from DOX/BHT-treated mice. Panels (A) and (B) are ×10 and ×40 magnifications, respectively, of hematoxylin and eosin-stained slides showing mild edema around the tumor; panels (C) and (D) are immunohistochemical staining of lung tissue slides with antibodies to COX-2 and NF-κB (Ser276) showing COX-2 and NF-κB positivity in blood vessels and stromal cells, respectively; magnification for IHC ×40.
follicular cell hyperplasia in female mice and a small but significant
increase in sister chromatid exchanges and chromosomal aberrations in
cultured Chinese hamster ovary cells.

A number of studies have shown that the antioxidant effects of
curcumin are preceded by an oxidative stimulus, which is time and
dose dependent (48,50–52). These findings support the premise that
curcumin, under some conditions, could have adverse effects on cel-
lular macromolecules. A shortcoming of the clinical development of
many cancer chemopreventive agents has been the lack of knowledge
of the relationship between markers of pharmacologic activity and

![Image of Fig. 6](https://academic.oup.com/carcin/article-abstract/30/6/1016/2476900)

**Fig. 6.** Hematoxylin and eosin and immunohistochemical staining of lung tissue from DOX/curcumin-treated mice. Panels (A) and (B) are ×10 and ×40 magnifications, respectively, of hematoxylin and eosin-stained slides showing marked inflammation around the tumors and a high density of red blood cells suggestive of edema (panel A) with infiltration of macrophages (panel B, cells with black dots in panel D). (C) Immunohistochemical staining of lung tissue slides with an antibody to COX-2. The tumor has a high-density vasculature that contains endothelial cells staining positively for COX-2. (D) Immunohistochemical staining of lung tissue slides with an antibody to NF-κB (Ser276) demonstrating NF-κB positive macrophages infiltrating the tumor tissue; magnification for IHC ×40.

![Image of Fig. 7](https://academic.oup.com/carcin/article-abstract/30/6/1016/2476900)

**Fig. 7.** Hematoxylin and eosin and immunohistochemical staining of lung tissue from DOX/BHT/curcumin-treated mice. Panels (A) and (B) are ×10 and ×40 magnifications, respectively, of hematoxylin and eosin-stained slides showing severe inflammation and leukocyte infiltration of the tumor. Panels (C) and (D) are immunohistochemical staining of lung tissue slides with antibodies to COX-2 and NF-κB (Ser276) showing COX-2 and NF-κB positivity in blood vessels, stromal and immune cells in the tumor microenvironment; magnification for IHC ×40.
levels required for efficacy. For example, the lack of pharmacokinetic information for β-carotene led to a randomized trial using β-carotene and vitamin A for prevention of lung cancer which had to be terminated early due to the unexpected increase in the incidence of lung cancer in patients who smoked or had previous exposure to asbestos (42,43). Subsequent studies have shown that β-carotene can exert pro-oxidant effects in the damaged lung epithelial cells of smokers and ex-smokers that may result in further damage to key cellular macromolecules involved in lung tumor progression (44). Thus, we proposed that in the highly oxygenated environment of the lung, a similar phenomenon may occur whereby curcumin initially acts as a pro-oxidant, causing an increase in reactive oxygen species and potential damage to critical oncogenic or tumor suppressor pathways (27,53). Indeed, recent studies have shown that treatment of mice with pharmacological doses of ascorbate, another putative chemopreventive agent with known antioxidant effects, resulted in increased levels of γ-glutamylcysteine synthetase, an enzyme involved in the antioxidant defense system (54), thereby producing a pro-oxidant environment in vivo.

Future studies will need to focus on the potential mechanisms by which curcumin mediates its apparent pro-oxidant effects and examine the effects of curcumin at early time points utilizing toxicogenom-}

**Fig. 8.** Curcumin-mediated increase in oxidative damage in lung tissue. CCSP-rT(A/Ki-ras)12 C. bitransgenic mice were treated with 500 mg/ml of DOX in the drinking water. Two days after the initiation of DOX treatment, mice were kept on the normal diet or were fed diet supplemented with 4000 p.p.m. of curcumin. Nine days after the initiation of DOX treatment, the mice were euthanized and the lungs removed and homogenized in digestion buffer. Five microliters (0.13–2.2 mg) of supernatant were denatured and derivatized with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (DNPH), the derivatized proteins separated by electrophoresis gels, transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane and incubated with a primary antibody to either the DNP moiety of the protein or β-actin followed by a secondary horseradish peroxidase-conjugated antibody. The upper bands in the blot are non-specific binding that occurs when 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine-treated lysates are probed with the antibody to β-actin.
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